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CES: The IoT lurks on the horizon, but innovation is hard to find 

 Internet of Things is the key theme, but most ideas recycled until platforms mature 

 Qualcomm and Intel in latest head-to-head, for largest ever chip opportunity 

 Initially, frameworks will be tested in cars and homes, not wearables 

So the Consumer Electronics Show jamboree in Las Vegas blows away the holiday cobwebs as 

usual, and every year it becomes more synonymous with mobile and wireless, especially as 

wireless technology reaches into many new areas of consumer life. For all the „new‟ directions 

showcased at CES, however, it is increasingly hard to find real innovations and new ideas. 

Plenty of rebrands and snappy apps, thousands of spot products – but in general, this is a show 

about making old dreams come true  by harnessing the improved capabilities and affordability 

of wireless connections. And that is how it was always going to be, as the economics of mobil-

ity, once a premium and rather obscure technology, shifted to those of consumer electronics, 

which are all about scale and marketing. The real questions lurking behind CES‟s glossy 

launches are which mobile firms can leap the chasm, and what sort of innovation will still be 

needed to keep this sector growing? 

 

Samsung‟s Smart Home, a centerpiece demonstration at the show, looked neat, but had no new 

thinking. Samsung has been showing off intelligent homes, connecting all its various appliances 

for a decade. The fact it is doing this at CES shows how embedded wireless has become fast and 

cheap enough to make this idea a mainstream one. Even the smart watch, which gadget makers 

are desperately trying to present as the next big thing in mobile usage, is an old idea, made more 

practical by the availability of ultra-cheap, ultra-small wireless chips. 

 

The other big themes at the start of CES? The connected car, the wider world of wearables, ever

-grander TV screens. Lots of vision statements, lots of interesting ideas, some nifty products. 

But where are the new ideas? These are all areas where well-rehearsed thinking and existing 

technology is being dusted off and equipped with enhanced embedded wireless. These steps are 

important and will be elements in evolutions which, when we look back at the end of the dec-

ade, will be seen to be significant in changing how we work. But individually, they will not cre-

ate significant change in consumer behavior, or transform the fortunes of their developers. 

 

And of course, the Internet of Things. Defining the workings and usage of the next generation of 

the internet is a massively significant undertaking, but most IoT offerings at this stage are just 

good old-fashioned M2M devices and applications, dragged out of their shadowy corners well 

away from the public gaze, and allowed to go to the consumer ball. 

 

Of course this is to be expected. The move to IoT will be a decade-long process and a complex 

one, and will only become real to consumers when all the various stakeholders work out their 

business models. This will not be a case of an overnight revolution. If you are Samsung, that is 

all fine. Launching a smart watch or an intelligent fridge will generate profile and harness exist-

ing products, components and supply chains for an additional revenue stream. The vendor has 
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